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Mesic-atom and mesic-molecule effects during radiative capture of J.l.- mesons in hydrogen 
(JJ.- + p- n + v + y) are considered. Expressions for the spectrum and degree of photon cir
cular polarization are obtained by taking into account all terms whose contribution to the am
plitude of the JJ.-+p- n + v +y process is of the order of mJ.I./m and (mJ.I./m) 2 (mJ.I. and m 
are respectively the J.l.- -meson and nucleon masses). 

Curves representing the spectrum and the degree of photon circular polarization for the 
J.l.- + p- n + v + y process as a function of photon energy are presented for various values 
of the effective pseudoscalar interaction constant Cp. It is shown that the probability for 
radiative capture of J1.- mesons in hydrogen depends strongly on the ratio K = Cp I SC A ( C A 
is the axial-vector weak interaction constant). Thus, for example, the probability for radia
tive capture of a J.l.- meson from a hyperfine structure state in mesic hydrogen with a total 
spin F = 0 grows faster than K2 with increase of K. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN a preceding paper [1] devoted to radiative cap
ture (RC) of a J.l.- meson by a proton (JJ.- + p- n 
+ v + y), we derived expressions for the spectrum 
and degree of circular polarization of the y quanta. 
That paper did not consider the effects of the hyper
fine structure and the mesic-molecule effects which 
play a rather important role in the capture of a J1.
meson in hydrogen [2- 4]. Since the RC probability 
of J.l.- mesons by nuclei with zero spin (as shown 
in [5]) is connected with the RC probability of a 
J.l.- meson by a free proton, we can expect the pre
viously obtained result [1] to serve as a model for 
the calculation of the corresponding quantities 
(circular polarization of the y quanta and their 
spectrum) for RC of J.l.- mesons by nuclei with 
zero spin. 

The present paper is devoted to a calculation 
of the spectrum and of the degree of circular po
larization of the y quanta in RC of J1.- mesons in 
hydrogen, with account of the hyperfine structure 

of the mesic-hydrogen and mesic..:.molecule effects. 
The RC by a proton of a J1.- meson from the 

mesic-atom state with F = 0 ( F is the total spin 
of the proton and J1.- mesons ) was considered by 
Dye et al [6], except that the diagrams b and f 
of Fig. 1 were not considered. As shown in [1] 

an account of diagrams b and f leads in the case 
of an effective pseudoscalar interaction to an in
crease in the probability of the RC of a J1.- meson 
by a proton by a factor of two, compared with the 
probability obtained without these diagrams. In 
addition, diagrams b-e of Fig. 1 were not taken 
into account in the amplitude of the radiative J1.
capture in [6]. 

In the present article, unlike in [6J, the ampli
tude of the J.l.- + p- n + v + y includes all terms 
whose contribution has an order of magnitude 
mJ.I./m and (mJ.I./m)2• In the analysis of the RC 
of the J.l.- meson from the hyperfine structure 
states of the hydrogen mesic atom with F = 0 and 
F = 1 we used the density matrix formalism de
veloped for mesic-atom systems in [7,8] 

I ,a I' ,a I' ,a 
a b c d 

FIG. 1. Diagrams of the process 11- + p __, n + v + y. 
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2. MATRIX ELEMENT. DENSITY MATRIX FOR 
RC FROM A DEFINITE MESIC-HYDROGEN 
HYPERFINE STRUCTURE STATE 

Let us consider the diagrams that were taken 
into consideration in the calculation of the spec
trum and of the circular polarization of the pho
tons in RC of JJ.- mesons in hydrogen (Fig. 1). 
Diagrams a and b correspond to bremsstrahlung 
of the JJ.- meson and proton, while c and d cor
respond to radiation of the proton and neutron due 
to interaction with their anomalous magnetic mo
ments JJ.p and JJ.n· It is assumed here that for dia
grams c and d the nucleon form factors can be 
regarded with sufficient accuracy as constant in 
the momentum region under consideration. 

Diagrams e and f are so the so-called "cata
strophic" diagrams. They result from the mo
mentum-transfer dependence of the vertex parts 
corresponding to the effective pseudoscalar and 
weak magnetic interactions. Diagrams a, b, and 
f of Fig. 1, which correspond to the effective 
pseudoscalar interaction, were discussed in de
tail in [1]. 

The matrix element of the RC of a JJ.- meson 
by a proton for the V, A, M, and P couplings, in 
4-fermion vertices corresponding to the sum of 
diagrams of Fig. 1, assumes after simple trans
formations the form [1•9] 0 : 

M =- (eY4:rr:jml' Y2k) 

X (unOl'uPu" (1 - y5) rl' ae'up. f (1 +A.) 

+ ml'C~)unr5ui1" (1- r5) (ae') up. f (1 -A.) 

- imp.CMuna~'-"e:uPu" (1 - r5) rl'ul' 

- (mp./2m) lunOl' (ae') (A. + r5) UpU" (1 - r5) rl'ul' 

- m:;.C';lun (ae') (1 + A.y5) uPu" (1 - ro) u~'-l 

- Aflp (mp./2m) lunOl'ae'upu" (1 - r5) r l'ul' 

- mp.C~')unr5ae'upu" (1 - ro) ul'l 

+ Afln (mp.12m) lunae'Ol'uPu" (1 - y5) rl'ul' 

- mp.C'J})unae*youPu" (1 -Yo) Up.] 

( )- - ( ' ) p(e)} - 2Cj: UnY5UpU" (1 --Yo) Up. e V , 

where 

m2 +m2 
C(n)- l' " C 

p - 2 p, 
v2 -k2 + m" 

2 + 2 
C(e)- ml' m" C 
p- p, 

(v + k)2 +m~ 
m2 

p(e) = l' 
(v + k)2 + m~ 

l)The following y matrices were used in (1): 

·ri =- Y;(i = 1, 2, 3); Y~ =Yo=~; 

(1) 

qv = (p -n)v -momentum transfer; Cy, CA, Cp, 
CM -vector, pseudovector, pseudoscalar, and 
weak-magnetism constants, respectively; m1r -
mass of 1r+ meson; E -unit vector of photon cir
cular polarization, and e2 = a = Y137 (ti = c = 1 ). 
The parameter A. is equal to + 1 or - 1 for right
hand and left-hand polarized photons, respectively. 

To calculate the probability of RC of a JJ.
meson from a definite hyperfine structure state 
of the mesic hydrogen atom (from a state with 
F = 0 or F = 1 ) we write down the matrix element 
(1) in symbolic form 

M = Unii,ON oLuPul'-' 

This notation presupposes, of course, that both the 
spinors and the operators oN and oL have corre
sponding matrix indices. The operator oN acts 
only on the nucleon spinors while oL acts only on the 
lepton spinors. Thus, the operators oN and oL 
commute, since they operate in different spinor 
spaces. 

The matrix element for the RC of a JJ.- meson 
from a definite hydrogen mesic-atom hyperfine
structure state can then be written in the form 

F Fm - -QNQL ( ) ( ) M = ~ C•;,m-r, •;,rUnUv Up 'f,m-r Up. 'f,r· 
m. r 

In this expression (uphm-r and (uJJ.)!r are 
the spin wave functions ~f the proton and negative 
muon and c~g,do Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. 
The sum is taken over the projections of the proton 
and muon spin on the quantization axis. 

It must be noted that 

is the wave function of the mesic hydrogen atom 
with definite values of spin F and spin projection 
m. 

The normalized density matrix describing the 
spin states of the mesic hydrogen atom can be in
troduced in standard fashion: 

By direct calculation we can show if the JJ. meson 
is not polarized, then the density matrix pF for 
the states of the mesic hydrogen with F = 0 and 
F = 1 is of the form 

p0 = + (1 -a pap.) A1,Ap, 

(2) 

Here Up and uJJ. are 4x4 matrices containing 2x2 
Pauli u-matrices on the principal diagonal. The 
matrices O'p and aJJ., as already noted, act in the 
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nucleon and lepton spaces. The operators Ap and 
AI-' are the ordinary energy projection operators 
pertaining to the muon and the proton. If we neg
lect the proton and muon momenta, then 

Ap. = (1 + ~L)/2, 
Expressions (2) for the density matrix p 0 and p 1 

coincide with those obtained in [7•8] by a different 
method. 

3. SPECTRUM AND CIRCULAR POLARIZATION 
OF PHOTONS FOR RC OF A 1-t- MESON FROM 
A DEFINITE MESIC-HYDROGEN HYPERFINE
STRUCTURE STATE 

The differential probability of the RC of a 1-'

meson from a definite hyperfine structure state 
of the mesic hydrogen atom is of the form 

" 
WF (k) dk= ~3 (mp. - k)2 k dk \ sin 6 d6 

2n8a J [L 0 

{ 
k2 + 2 (mp.- k)1 k } F 

x 1- m(mp. -k) -3m cos6 D , 

DF = 11, Sp {OA.AnOpF}, 0 = oNoL, 

Q = ~L~N (ON)+ (QL)+~N~L' (3) 

where A11 and An -energy projection operators 
of the neutrino and the neutron, e - angle between 
the photon and neutrino momenta, al-l - Bohr K
orbit radius of the mesic hydrogen atom. 

The trace of the product of the matrices in (3) 
contains summation over two indices [see the ex
pression for the matrix element (1)]. For a sim
pler calculation of this trace it is convenient to 
express all the operators in the matrix elements 
(1) in terms of the matrices y5, a, and {3 with the 
aid of the quality y = y5{3a. 

The matrix element (1) is expressed in rather 
complicated form in terms of the matrices a. We 
note that the contribution\ of the first term of the 
density matrix pF (i.e., of unity) to the probabil
ity is equal, apart from the statistical factor %. 
to the RC probability of the 1-'- meson by the pro
ton, summed over the hyperfine-structure states 
with F = 0 and F = 1 [i]. The contributions from 
the second term of p F for the states with F = 0 
and F = 1 differ only in a coefficient (- 1 or 1,13). 

As a result of the calculations we have obtained 
the following expressions for oF, which were in
tegrated immediately over the angle e 

D 0 =D1 -D, 

D 1 = D 1 +-%- D, 

(4) 

(5) 

D 1 =Df +D~, 

D =DL +DR. 

(6) 

(7) 

Here Of, oL and oft, oR are those parts of the 
expressions for 0 1 and 0 which represent the 
contributions from the left-hand and right-hand 
circularly-polarized photons, 

Df = 2CM (CM + m-1 (Cv + CA)) + -i- mP.m-2Ct;> lCv + CA 

+ (p,p - f!n) Cv + -i- m~'-cj;> + f vc~> 

- (2v2/3mp.) cj;>p(e)]: + + (f.Lp - f!n)2 m-2 (ct +~A) 

+ ~ m[Lm-3 (1 + f.Lp - f!n) c<;> 

x [kC<;> + (p,p -f.Ln) (kCv --%-vCA)1 

+ m-1c~>rH-v -k)CM ++m-1 (fv -k)(Cv + CA) 

--tv (f!p - f!n) Cv - fv (v2 + k2) c<;>p<•>;mm~'-1 

(8) 

D~ =m~2 [C~ + ~ + 8 (k -mp.) CACM 

+fv (7mp.-10 k) ~M] + (mmp.f1 [C~ + 3C~ -4CvCA 

+ (5mP.- 4k) CvCM + 2 (4k- 3mp.) CACM 

+ mp.CAc<;> + mp. (k-+ v) CMc<;>1 

- (p,p - f!n) (mp.mf1 Cv [2CA - (1 v - k) C M 1 
- (2v/3mp.m) CAC<j;>p<•> +~mp.m-2C<j;> (2 (CA -Cv) 

+ m[Lct;>- -i- mP.m-2 (f.Lp - f!n) Cv - -i v2m-2c<;> p<•> 1 

+ + (p,p - f!n)2 m-2 (C~ + C~) + m-1m~2 (k (Cv + CA)2 

+ v (Cv - CA)2 1 

+ +m-2 (2 + f.Lp -f.Ln) c<;> f-%-vCA + (k- 2vj3) Cv1 

+ + mp.m-3 (f.Lp - f.Ln) (1 + f.Lp - f!n) c<;> {f vCA + kCv), 

(9) 

DL = -eM [6CM + 2m-l (Cv + CA + mp.c<;> 

+ (f.Lp- f!n) (Cv - CA))] + + mp.m-2c<;> [- CA - Cv 

+ CM {-fv -k) + (f.Lp -f.Ln) (CA --fvCM) 

- (2vk/3mp.) ct;>p<e> + cw (-fv- k)1 

+ + m-2 [ (flp - f!n)2 CvCA + c~> (Cv + CA) ( + v - k) 

+ C~)CMV (-f. V - k)j + ~m~m-3 (1 + f.Lp- f.Ln) c<;> 

x [ f vmP.ct;> + f (flp - f!n) vCv + (f.Lp - fln) 

X (k- 2v/3) CA - c~> (m~ - 8vk/3)1- kCMc~>;m 

- -i- (f.Lp - fln) m-2 c~> [ Cv (k - 2v/3) 

(10) 
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DR. = 2m~2 [C~ - CACv + 2CvCM (ml'- + v/3) + 2kCACM 

- m~'- (k + 3m~') C~ I + (mm~'-t1 [C~ + 3C~ - 4CvCA 

+ ml'-c<;> (Cv + 2CA - CM (7v/3 + ml'-)) 

+CACM (Sv/3- m~'-) + CvCM (2m~'+ v)- 1i vm.,.C~] 
- (ftp - ftn) (m.,.mt1 [C~ - C~ + 2CvCA 

- CvCM (7v/3 + m.,.) + 2CACM (m.,. + 2v/3) 

- fvm.,.c1J- (213mm~)c<;>p<e>!cvv (v -k) +2v2CA 

+ CMv (km.,.- 2v (m~'- + v))l 

+ +m.,.m-2c<;> [CA- Cv- eM (m.,. + v) 

- Cftp - ftn) (CA- f vCM) + (2vk/3m.,.) c<;> p<e>] 

+ + (ftp - ftn) 2 m-2 CvC A 

- (2/mm.,.) [ f vCACv - d (2k + v/3) 

-+vc~4- fv (v- 2k)CACM + CvCM(vk -2v2 -3k2) 

+ fvC1 (v2 + k2)] 

-+m-2c<;> !Cv (v - 2k) - CA (k + 2vj3) 

+ CM (m~- 4vkj3)] -f(l + ftp -ftn) 

X m-2 c<;> [CA (v- 2k) - Cv (k + 2v/3) 

+ CM (5vk/3- k2 - 4v2/3) + (vm~/6m) c<;>J 

+ i (ftp - ftn) m-a (1 + ftp - ftn) 

x m~'-c:;> [fvCv- CA (k + 2v/3) + CMv (v- k/3)1. 
(11) 

We also write down formulas for C1 and C: 

C1 = Cf = m~2 (C~ -C~- m~CAc<;>!m), 

c =cR.+ cL = {- 2m~2 (Cv + CA) CA 

+ Cvc<;>;m- +m~m-2 (c<;>)2} + f m~m-2 (c<;>)2 , 

(12) 

(13) 

which are those parts of the expressions for D1 

and D which, unlike the remaining parts, are mul
tiplied in formula (3) only by - k/m. The factor 
3 cos e vanishes in this case as a result of inte
gration with respect to e. 

We thus obtain the following expression for the 
spectrum of the photons emitted in the RC of a J1.
meson from a definite state of the mesic hydrogen 
atom hyperfine structure: 

ct k2 + 2 (m - k)2 k 
WF(k)dk=-(m -k)2 kdk{1- " --}DF 

:rtaa! P. m(m.,. -k) m ' 

(14) 

where DF is given by (4)-(13) with v = mt-1- k. 
The spectrum of the photons emitted in the RC 

of a Jl.- meson by a proton, summed over the 

hyperfine-structure states, is determined (by vir
tue of the foregoing remarks concerning this struc
ture of the density matrix pF) by expression (14), 
in which we replace DF by D1 [iJ, 

The expression for the degree of circular po
larization of the photons in RC from a definite hy
perfine structure state of the mesic hydrogen atom 
has the form 

~ (k) = I - 2W[ (k)jWF (k), (15) 

where Wt(k) is the part of wF(k) due to the con
tribution of the left-circularly polariz-ed photons 
[see formulas (4)-(14)]. The expression for the 
degree of circular polarization of the photons 
emitted in the RC of a Jl.- meson by a proton, 
summed over the states of the hyperfine structure, 
is obtained from (15) in fashion similar to that with 
which the spectrum of these photons is obtained 
from (14). 

4. SPECTRUM AND CIRCULAR POLARIZATION 
OF PHOTONS FOR THE RC OF A Jl.- MESON 
FROM THE MESIC-MOLECULE STATE 

Since thermal motion and collisions with the 
free protons and molecules of the hydrogen cause 
the hydrogen mesic atoms to go over completely 
to the hyperfine structure ground state with F = 0 
during the lifetime of the Jl.- meson [to, H], the RC 
in mesic-hydrogen atoms is only from the state 
with F = 0. The RC from the hyperfine structure 
state of the hydrogen mesic atom with F = 0 can 
be experimentally studied by using deuterium-free 
hydrogen, the density of which is 20-30 times 
smaller than the density of liquid hydrogen at 
T = 20oK[2J. 

The t-1- mesons produce in the liquid hydrogen 
the mesic-molecule ions (ppt.t )+ by electric dipole 
transition with energy given up to the conversion 
electron [2•3]: 

(ftp) + (ep) --> (ppft)+ + e. 

The probability of this process is [2 • 12] 1/TppJ.l 
~ 1.5 x 106 sec-1• 

Thus, the mesic -molecule ions ( PPJ.l) + are pro
duced in hydrogen within a time much longer than 
the lifetime of the t-1- meson relative to the hyper
fine mesic atom transition[10] (1/Tc ~ 2 x 109 

sec-1 ), but smaller than the lifetime of the t-1-
meson (1/Tt.L = 0.5 x 106 sec-1 ). The mesic mole
cules are produced here principally in the ortho 
state. The ratio of the probabilities of the produc
tion of the mesic molecule in the para and ortho 
states [2, 3] is 2 x 10-4• 
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Thus, the Jl.- mesons are captured in liquid hy
drogen from the state of the mesic molecule 
(ppJJ. )+. The probability of capture (both radiative 
and non-radiative) from the (ppJJ.)+ mesic mole
cule state is [3]: 

WPPI'- = £W ( 1/2) + (1 - £) w (3/2), 

where W(%) and W(%) are respectively the 
probabilities of capture from the mesic molecule 
states with total spin % and %. and ~ is the sta
tistical weight of the state with total spin Y2• 

The probability W PPJJ. can be expressed in 
terms of the probability W0 of J1.- capture from 
the mesic atom state with F = 0 and the probabil
ity W of Jl.- capture by a proton, averaged over 
the hyperfine structure state [3]: 

Wm = 2yo {(4/3- £) W + (£ - 1/3) W0}, (16) 

where 'Yo is the ratio of the square of the modulus 
of the JJ.--meson wave function of one of the pro
tons in the ( PPJJ. ) + -ortho molecule to the square 
of the modulus of the Jl.- -meson wave function in 
the (pJJ.) atomC13J. WeinbergC3J obtained 2y0 

= 1.165. Kroll and HalpernC14- 16] found by calcu
lation that ~ = 1, with an uncertainty of several 
percent. Then expression (16) for WppJJ. goes over 
into 

W _ 2 {1 ~w' __)__ 2 ·o} 
PPI'- - ')' 0 a 1 "3 w • (16a) 

An experimental investigation of the production 
of PPJ.L mesic molecules has established [15] that 
approximately % of all the muons captured on the 
mesic-atom K orbit produce (ppJJ. )+ molecules, 
while the remainder ( Y4 ) are in the mesic-atom 
hyperfine-structure state with F = 0. Then the 
RC probability of a Jl.- meson in hydrogen is given 
by the sum of the probabilities for capture from 
the mesic-molecule and mesic-atom (with F = 0) 
states: 

(17) 

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

It follows from expressions (4)-(14) that J.L
capture from a mesic-atom hyperfine-structure 
state with F = 0 is forbidden if CM = Cp = 0 and 
CA = - Cy. This result coincides with the deduc
tions of [ 17], where the angular momentum con
servation law was used to demonstrate that RC 
from the state with F = 0 is forbidden if a V-A 
weak-interaction Hamiltonian is used. 

Thus, RC occurs in the state with F = 0 
only as a result of weak-interaction renormaliza
tion effects caused by strong interactions, i.e., is 

the result of anomalous magnetic moments of the 
nucleons and the induced effective pseudoscalar 
interaction in the "anomalous" part of the axial
vector interaction. An experimental investigation 
of the RC from a state with F = 0 is therefore of 
great interest, for it can yield additional informa
tion on renormalization effects in weak interac
tions. 

Expressions (14) and (17) for the probabilities 
W, w0, and W of radiative capture of a J.L- meson 
in hydrogen were calculated for different values 
of the effective pseudoscalar interaction constant 
CA at fixed values of the remaining constants, 
chosen the same as in [18•19 J. It is seen from the 
accompanying table that for all values of the ratio 
Cp/8CA the probability W0 of RC from a mesic
hydrogen state with F = 0 is small compared with 
the probability W averaged over the hyperfine 
structure states. W and W increase more slowly 
than K2 with increasing K, while W0 increases 
more rapidly (see Figs. 2 and 4 ). 

Figure 3 shows the degree of photon circular 
polarization {3(x), averaged over the hyperfine 
structure states of the hydrogen mesic atom, vs. 
the effective pseudoscalar interaction constant Cp. 

Since 75% of all the orbital J.L- mesons are cap
tured from the (ppJJ.)+ mesic-molecule state, while 
25% are captured from the mesic-atom state with 
F = 0, the spectrum and the circular polarization 

x=Cpj8CA I 

1 
2 
3 

w, to-•s~c-1 I w•, tO-•sec-1 I 
11.4 0.3 
14,8 1.6 
19,3 3.7 

W(J:), 10-zsec-1 

J4 

JO 

25 

22 

18 

10 

6 

2 
0~~~~~~~~ 

W, !O__,sec-1 

3,6 
5,6 
8.7 

FIG. 2. Photon spectrum averaged over the states of the 
hyperfine structure of the hydrogen mesic atom (curves A, B, 
and C correspond to K = 1, 2, 3). 
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p(.r} 

1.0~ ~ 
0.9-------- ---a 
0.5 ~ 

~~t:, ~~ 
0 0.1 0.2 Q.J at. 0.5 0.6 fl7 0.8 0.9 .tO 

:J:=K/"';J 

FIG. 3. Degree of photon circular polarization averaged 
over the states of the hyperfine structure of the mesic atom of 
hydrogen (curves A, B, C correspond to K = 1, 2, 3). 

FIG. 4. Photon spectrum for radiative capture of p.- meson 
from the mesic hydrogen hyperfine structure state with F = 0 
(curves A, B, C correspond to K = 1, 2, 3). 

pr:rJ 

-as 

FIG. 5. Degree of photon circular polarization for radiative 
p.- capture from the mesic-atom state with F = 0 (curves A, B, 
C correspond to K = 1, 2, 3). 

of the photons can be readily obtained for this case 
from the curves of Figs. 2 and 4 and from (16a) 
and (17). 

It is seen from Fig. 5 that the photons emitted 
in the RC of a J.L- meson in hydrogen have left-hand 
polarization in the energy region 0 < k/mJ.L ~ 0.4 
in the case of capture from a mesic-atom state 
with F = 0. In all other cases the emitted photons 
have right-hand polarization. 

At the present time there are experimental data 
on the total probability and spectrum of the photons 

emitted in RC of 1-L-- mesons by Fe 58 [ 20 ] and 
Cu64 [ 21J, but not accurate enough to conclude defi
nitely that theory and experiment agree. The ex
perimental study of the energy spectrum, the de
gree of photon circular polarization, and the total 
probability of the RC of /J.- mesons in hydrogen 
entails no specific nuclear difficulties in the inter
pretation of the experimental results, and is there
fore of great interest. 

The author is deeply grateful to I. S. Shapiro for 
continuous interest in the work and for many valu
able remarks. 
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